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1. INTRODUCTION AND THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let G = G,(o) be an n x n random matrix with independent Gaussian 
entries gij (real or complex), defined on some probability space (a, P’) and 
distributed according to the N(0, 1) law. In the theory of computational 
complexity it is of interest to consider the “random condition number” 
IIG;‘jl . \IGnll; in particular a question about the exact order of 
where 11.11 denotes the operator norm on the Euclidean space and [E the 
expected value, was asked in (Smale, 1985) (this quantity may be inter- 
preted as the average “loss of precision” when solving large systems of 
linear equations). 
It is very well known that n-“*IE((G,,(J + 2 as n -+ 03; moreover, lE/G,,ll < 
2rP, E Ir~-~‘*IlG,,ll - 21 ---, 0, P(llG,,ll > pr~~‘~) 5 C exp(-cp*n), P((lG,(j < 
an”*) 5 (cay2 etc. Consequently, as far as the condition numbers are 
concerned, esskntially the only unknown is the behavior of G;‘. Above 
and in what follows, C, c, etc., denote uniuersa/ (effectively computable) 
numerical constants, most notably independent of n; however, identical 
symbols may represent different numbers in different places. 
In this paper we deal with a more general setup, which covers, e.g., the 
case when 5P is endowed with the 1; - norm ~~~~~, (for some p E [ 1, ~1); we 
denote the corresponding operator norm by ll’llp+P (in fact our methods 
allow us to handle arbitrary norms, on both the domain and the range of 
G; see Remark 4.1). We then have the following 
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THEOREM 1.1. There exist universal constants C, c > 0 such that,for 
any positive integer n and any p E [I, ~1, 
where l(n, p) = n’+11’2-1’pl (min{q*, 1 + log r~})‘/~ and q* = max {p, 
pl(p - I)}. For p = 2, one can take as the upper estimate (2e)3/2n. 
Remark. One has similar estimates for (lE(((G;$,,, . (IGn(lp*p)~)ii~ 
when p < I, with C depending on p as p -+ 1 (resp. p < 2, p + 2 in the 
complex case). This comment also applies to Theorem 1.3. 
We point out that, for p bounded away from 1 and ~0, l(n, p) reduces 
effectively to n’+~“2-“~~. If p = 2, one gets an answer to the question of 
Smale mentioned above. In that case, however, the estimates involved 
were obtained independently by several researchers over the last year or 
so; see the comments following Theorem I .2 below. If p = 0~1 (or 1; these 
cases arise naturally), we get the order n3j2 (I + log n)“2. 
For an n X n matrix A, let (sj(A))I,,, be its s-numbers (i.e., the eigen- 
values of (Al, multiplicities counted), which we choose to arrange in the 
nondecreasing order. Since, e.g., /IA-‘/ = sl(A)-‘, the study of condition 
numbers quickly leads to the study of s-numbers and eigenvalues of ran- 
dom matrices. This is a subject that has been studied extensively: in 
nuclear physics, beginning with the work of E. Wigner (see also Porter, 
1965; Mehta, 1967; Carmeh, 1983), and especially in the multivariate sta- 
tistics (see Silverstein, 1986, and references therein). Here, we derive 
Theorem I. 1 from the following result, which is of independent interest. 
THEOREM 1.2. There exist universal constants Cl, cl, Cz, ~2, PO > 0 
such that, for any positive integer n, 
exp(-Clp2j2) I P(Sj(G,) > @j/n’“) 5 exp(-c,P32) (1.1) 
for p 2 PO and j 5 n/2; 
(c2a)j2 : P(sj(Gn) < oljln’“) 5 (C,& (1.2) 
for CI 2 0 andj 5 n (e.g., with Cz = (2e)‘“). In the complex case we need to 
replace j2 by 2j2. 
Inequalities (1.1) and (1.2) improve Theorem 1.3 in (Szarek, 1990) 
(where upper estimates of the form C exp(-cj2) were obtained for some 
fixed (Y, p, C, c > 0, and used in some constructions in the local theory of 
Banach spaces) and are proved by appropriately modifying the arguments 
from that paper. 
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Let us observe that the case p = 2 of Theorm 1.1 (i.e., the answer to 
Smale’s question) follows immediately from Theorem 1.2. Indeed, since 
s,(A)-’ = /A-‘11, (1.2) applied with j = 1 shows that 
P(llG,‘ll > t@) 5 C,lt; 
hence, E log(lG;r(( s 4 log(C2en) while, by the previous estimates, 
E logllG,(I < logUn”*), and so 
E log(l(G;l(I - I(G,$ < logW&. 
The corresponding lower estimate is obtained similarly from the inequali- 
ties 
WAG) = llG,ll < an”*) 5 (c*a)“*, 
P(sl(G,)-’ = IlG,y’II < p-‘n”*) % exp(-c,p*), 
which are just special cases of (1.2) and (1.1). Alternatively, as was ob- 
served by S. Heinrich (preprint), it may be simply derived even from 
Theorem 1.3 in (Szarek, 1990). 
After a preliminary version of this paper was written, we learned that 
A. Edelman (1988) did show the upper estimate from Theorem 1.1 in the 
case p = 2; it is mentioned in that paper that E. Kostlan also proved the 
corresponding lower estimate; the paper being in preparation. One should 
also mention that somewhat weaker estimates in that direction were ob- 
tained earlier by A. Ocneanu (to appear) and E. Kostlan (1985) and that 
related problems were also considered in the meantime in (Blum and 
Shub, 1986; Demmel, 1988; Weiss ef al., 1986). It appears, however, that 
none of the above-mentioned papers yields, for “nonextreme” s-num- 
bers, the precise “distributional” information given by our Theorem 1.2.’ 
Since our estimates imply that sj(G,) are virtually deterministic, one 
can perform all kinds of calculations. Roughly speaking, for any “reason- 
able” norm )I.11 on the set of matrices, one can (with some additional work 
and using perhaps the results of D. Slepian (1962), S. Chevet (1977-1978), 
Y. Gordon (1985) and others) in effect determine the distribution of /G,,ll, 
JIG;‘[J, or llG;‘ll * IIG,J. For example, if ~~~~~ = Il.llc, is the Schatten norm 
(i.e., ll~I\~, = (trlAIP)“P), one gets 
THEOREM 1.3. There exist universal constants C, c, C’, c‘ > 0 such 
that, for any positive integer n, 
cn”*+“p s exp([E log IlG,,(&,) 5 IE IIG,IIcP 5 Cn”2+“p 
I A definitive treatment of the case of the extreme s-numbers and a very elegant exposi- 
tion of some related topics can be found in the Ph.D. thesis of A. Edelman, MIT, May 1989. 
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where /3(n, p) = n1’2(min{q, 1 + log n})r’p and 4 = p/(p - 1). 
The case p = 2 of Theorem 1.3 is clearly relevant to the “loss of 
precision” (see the comment at the beginning of this paper and cf. Smale 
(1985) and Kostlan (1985)), averaged also over “inputs” of linear sys- 
tems. 
Since existing software typically detects and rejects “nearly singular” 
matrices, it is of interest to analyze the quantity ((G;‘I( * (JG,(J restricted to 
the set of “not-so-singular” matrices. We present here the following sam- 
ple result (the real case only). 
THEOREM 1.4. For K > 1, let EK = {G: G - an n X n matrix with 
(IG-‘i/2+2 . ([G/)2+2 5 K}. Then 
c6h K) 5 &EK)-’ I,, ((G-‘l/2+2 * (jG()2+2dP 5 C&n, K), 
where 6(n, K) = K if K 5 n, 6(n, K) = n(1 + log(Kln)) if K 2 n, and C, 
c > 0 are universal constants. 
It would be of some interest to consider analogous problems for Gaus- 
sian matrices, in which variances of entries depend on their positions, in 
particular for k-diagonal matrices (say, with (i, j)th entry distributed ac- 
cording to N(0, 1) if Ii - jJ < k/2 and equal to 0 otherwise). Another 
interesting question would be to show similar estimates for non-Gaussian 
distributions, e.g., with g;j’s distributed uniformly on, say, [--&, t]. We 
note here that Wigner’s Semicircle Law, which was the motivation for 
Theorem 1.3 from (Szarek, 1988), is true just with mild moment assump- 
tions (see Silverstein, 1986, and references therein). 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains known and pre- 
liminary facts. In Section 3 we prove the main technical result of this 
paper, Theorem 1.2. In Section 4 we derive the remaining theorems from 
Theorem 1.2. 
In our arguments and statements of results we concentrate on the real 
case; there are always similar (typically somewhat better) estimates in the 
complex case. We indicate the differences between the two cases where 
necessary. 
2. KNOWN AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We begin by recalling “Chevet’s inequality” (with an improvement due 
to Gordon and additional refinements). Let X = (R”, Il*llx) and Y = (UP, 
)(-l(r) denote the space Iw” endowed with two norms, and Il*ll,~+ y the corre- 
sponding operator norm on n x n matrices. We then have 
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LEMMA 2.1 (Chevet, 1977-1978; Gordon, 1985). Let G = G, be an 
n x n Gaussian matrix with independent N(0, 1) entries, and let g be the 
standard W-valued Gaussian vector (i.e., g = IZlsjsn yjej with yi’s - 
independent N(0, 1) variables). Then 
where A = II&Y * lkllx*, B = II&A * ((gl(~((l*llx* is the norm dual to ll*llx 
with respect to the standard scalarproduct). The same holds if we replace 
fyywhere) E II-II by (E 114 1p “e or some p E (0, cc). Additionally, for any f 
9 
5’(JJGIlx+y 5 t max{EA, IEB}) 5 Ct 
and consequently 
&(A + B) 5 exp(E log ((GIlx-Y) 5 UA + B), 
where C, c > 0 are universal constants. 
We could not find the last two statements of the lemma in the literature. 
However, they follow easily from the preceding statements and Lemma 
2.6, which we state and prove at the end of this section; see also the 
comments at the beginning of Section 4. 
As the quantities EA and EB are usually easily computable, the lemma 
above gives nearly complete information about the distribution of ~lG~~x~y. 
We note in passing that the quantity E llGll r is essentially the so-called “f- 
norm” of the formal identity I = Iz,r: 14 + Y and hence is closely related 
to the so-called “Levy mean” of Y (cf. Milman and Schechtman, 1986). 
Note that if X = Y = 1;. then EA = iEB = V% (when p = 2). However, in 
that case we have slightly more precise information: the norm of G is 
actually very close to 26 on a set of nearly full measure if n is large; we 
have, e.g., 
LEMMA 2.2. Given E > 0, there exists N = N(E) such that, for 
n L N, we have, in the notation of the previous lemma (with X = Y = /4), 
P’(2 - E 5 n-“*j(G,((2+2 < 2 + 8) > 1 - exp(-cs*n), 
where c > 0 is a universal constant. Also, one can taken N 5 (cc)-’ log 
(l/8). 
Lemma 2.2 is most likely not optimal for small values of E (cf. Lemma 
3.1). It is (easily) proved using, e.g., the method Silverstein (1986) or 
Szarek (1990); see also Geman (1980) for a similar statement in a more 
general (i.e., non-Gaussian) setting. We state explicitly the following well- 
known consequences of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 
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COROLLARY 2.3. For the norm ((G,,(( = ]]G,,]]z~~ we have 
(a) !E(n-1’2 j/G,,]]) < 2for all n, 
(b) lim,, E(n-“2 ]]G& = 2, 
Cc) n-‘n l/G,,]/ + 2 almost surely as n * * (regardless of how G,‘s 
are related for different n). 
The next lemma is needed to analyze the distribution of G-r and is quite 
well known (one of the inequalities is contained in (Marcus and Pisier, 
1981, Sect. 5.1); the other one was observed later by Davis and Garling). 
We include the proof for completeness. 
LEMMA 2.4. In the notation of Lemma 2.1, let I/ = U,, be O(n)-valued 
random matrix distributed uniformly on O(n) (i.e., according to the Haur 
measure). 
(i) Let ))*)) be a seminorm on the space ofn x n matrices (e.g., j]V]] = 
(JTV(Jx+~, where T is afired matrix). Then 
where C, c > 0 are universal constants. One can replace in the above E ](.]I 
* p)“p for any p E [l, n] (or for any p E [ 1, 03) if we replace C by 
i!iv%$i). 
(ii) Moreouer, if )I*)) is an operator norm (i.e., 11.11 = ]].]]x.+y), one 
additionally has 
c exp(E log ))UJIX-+Y) 5 exp(E log j]n-“2G]]x+~) 5 C exp(E log jlUllX-r). 
Remark 2.5. Part (ii) of the lemma fails, at least in some cases, for 
general seminorms: let n = 2 and Il(aij)II = I all - 4; then tP(llUll = 0) = 4, 
while //2-‘“G/ is distributed as the absolute value of an N(0, 1) variable. 
We do not know what is the “right” most general statement in that 
direction. 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. (i) We rely on the following observation: n-“?G 
has the same distribution as U’AU”, where I/’ and U” are independent 
copies of U and A = (SjS,) is a (random) diagonal matrix with Sj = 
sj(n-“‘G) (the singular number). NOW, for fixed A, A = Z AjU’with Aj 2 0, 
C Aj 5 Sn = ](A)(2-+2 = n -‘I2 I/G,,(/2+2 and Uj’s-orthogonal diagonal matrices 
(depending on A). Integrating, for fixed A, over U’, U” we get the second 
inequality with C = lE(~ln-‘12G,,~/2+2) < 2; one just uses the fact that 
U’UjCJ” has the same distribution as U (and the triangle inequality). The 
argument for general p requires only minor modifications. 
To show the lower estimate, we need, roughly speaking, to average A 
over permutations. For a permutation rr E S(n), let S, E O(n) be defined 
by S,c; = e,(j). Then, clearly, the distributuion of G is the same as that of 
U’S;‘AS,u”, where U’, u”, and A are as before and v varies (indepen- 
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dently of U’, I/“, A) over S(n) endowed with the normalized counting 
measure. Since lE,S;‘A S, = lln(&,+, Sj)Z and 4 I lE(lln Csj) 5 1 (as 
follows easily from Lemma 2. I and the fact that lE( l/n C sj’) = 1; in fact 
iE( l/n E sj) + 8/(37r) as II 3 a~), we get the first inequality from Lemma 2.4 
(i) with c = & 
(ii) The first inequality follows from the part (i) and the last state- 
ment of Lemma 2.1. Similarly, in order to prove the second inequality it 
suffices to show, e.g., 
Let z E UP be such that ll.& = 1, \lzll2 = l/l)ll)X+,~ (= l/Jllll,+X*). Then 
Y and Uz is uniformly distributed on S”-‘. It re- 
E log I(uzIJy + C’ 2 E log (IK”*gllY 2 log (E lWlY> - C”, 
where the second inequality is a consequence of Lemma 2.6 (as indicated 
at the beginning of Section 4; cf. (4.3)), and the first one of the identity 
(E (log (In-‘“g(ly) = IE (log /r/ZllY) + II (log ll~-“*,&~ 
the second term being handled again via (4.3). 
The next lemma is the source of the last two statements from Lemma 
2.1; it is also used in the discussion at the beginning of Section 4. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let t.~ = t..q, be the standard Gaussian measure on W. Let 
b E (0, 1) and let K C Iw” be a symmetric convex body with p(K) 5 b. 
Then,for any t E [O, I], 
where K > 0 depends only on b. 
Remark 2.7. It seems plausible that the following stronger “isoperi- 
metric” statement actually holds. 
Zf p = p,, and K are as in the lemma, and if a 1 0 is such that 
cLd[--a, al) = p(K), then,for any t E 10, 11, cL(tW 5 pdtK) 5 pA[-ta, 
ta]). This would constitute a symmetric version of the theorem of Landau 
and Shepp (see Landau and Shepp, 1971, or Badrikian and Chevet, 1974, 
Cor. VIII.I.2). We were not able to find a proof or a reference in the 
literature.2 
* In the special case when n = 2, or when K is symmetric with respect to the coordinate 
planes, this was shown recently by M. Sawa (to appear). 
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Proof ofLemma 2.6. Assume, for simplicity, that b = p(K) = 4. Let A 
be the radius of the largest Euclidean ball (centered at 0) contained in K. It 
follows that a 5 A I n”2, where a > 0 is such that p,([-a, a]) = 4 (= p(K); 
in general a depends on p(K)). Without loss of generality we can assume 
that K C {x = (Xj) : 1x11 5 A}; in particular, for any t z 0, 
p(tK) TG /A,([-& +A]) % (2/7r)“2At. 
This proves the lemma if A is “not too large.” For “large” A, we argue 
differently: by Borell’s (1975) Gaussian isoperimetric inequality, 
P(tK) 5 /a([(1 - t)A, w)) 
for I E [0, I], This is an estimate much better than the one required by the 
lemma provided t is not “too small”; it certainly works for t E [A-‘, 11, in 
particular we have 
p(A-'K) 5 C&i-'. 
Note that if U = A-‘K, then I/ C {x : 1x,( 5 1). We claim that, for such U, 
CLW) 5 clt/-du) (2.1) 
for t E [0, I]. A combination of the facts above then clearly yields the 
lemma. To prove (2.1), let, for u E R+, S, E L(R”) be defined by &(x1, x2, 
. . . , Al) = (UXI, x2, . . . , x,). It is well known that, for any (convex 
symmetric) U, p(&U) % ,u(U), hence also 
P(UW 22 p(S,U) (2.2) 
for u E [O, 11 (see, e.g., Badrikian and Chevet, 1974, Lemme X2.2). On 
the other hand, 
PL(S”U) 5 CIW(U) (2.3) 
for any measurable U C {x : (x1( 5 l} (regardless of convexity, etc.). 
Indeed, denoting by p the density of or. with respect to the Lebegue mea- 
sure, we have 
r-GJ-4 = I,“, PWX = v I, P(S”Y)dY = v I, $$ p(y)4 
5 UC, I ” P(Y)dY = CiV/4U). 
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The inequality follows just from the fact that, if p,(x) = (2n)-1’2 
exp(-x2/2) is the density of PI, then p,(ux)lpl(x) I p,(O)lp,(l) = e’” if u E 
[O, 11 and 1x1 5 1. This shows (2.3); combining (2.3) with (2.2) we get (2. l), 
concluding the proof of the lemma. 
3. THE TECHNICAL RESULT 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. We shall concentrate on the real 
case, which is somewhat more difficult to handle; see Remark 3.2(c) for 
comments regarding the complex version. 
It will be more convenient to change the normalization. Let II 5 
12 5 * * . % 1, be the eigenvalues of nlG 12; then (1.1) and (1.2) become 
(c,a)k2 5 P(l/( 5 cm) s (C,a)k2 (3.1) 
exp(-Clk2p2) 5 [FD(lk 2 p2k2) 5 exp(-c2k2P2). (3.2) 
We follow the argument from (Szarek, 1990, Sect. 6) with a few additional 
subtleties needed to accommodate arbitrary (Y, p. We use the well-known 
formula for the joint density of the singular numbers of a Gaussian matrix. 
If 
then the density is given by (see Carmeli; 1983, Krishnaiah and Chang, 
1971, or Wilks, 1963) 
PC’) = dn) exP (- & $ I,) ,J& lb - lil (,& b)-“* (3.3) c -7 
for 1 E 2 and p = 0 on lP\5?; the constant c(n) is such that J pdA = 1 (A is 
the Lebesgue measure). We handle the upper estimates in (3. I), (3.2) first 
and then indicate the changes needed to obtain the lower ones (the latter 
are only marginally used in our applications). The main trick is as follows: 
given E C Y and a (piecewise smooth one-to-one) function a: E ---, 2, one 
has 
= (3.4) 
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FIGURE I 
Proof of (3.1). The Upper Estimate: Fix (Y E [O, 2-l’*] and k I n, and 
denote 
EL = (1 E Y : lA % a2k2}. 
Now define cp: R+ ---, lR+ to satisfy: 
(a) q(O) = 0, &2a2k2) = k*, 
(b) cp is affine in [0, 2Cu2k2] and [2a2k2, ~1 with (o(x) = x + b in the 
second interval (note that b = k* - 2a2k2 < k*; see Fig. 1). 
Let a: Z’+ 2 be given by @((lj)l+,,) = (p(lj)lsjsn). By (3.4) and (3.3), we 
need to estimate, for 1 E Ek, 
(3.5) 
Since q(x) - x 5 6 < k* for all x, PO 5 exp(k*/2). If 4 5 2a2k2, then Pj = 
(~~*/2)-j+‘~* 5 1. Since 1 E Ek, this happens at least for j = 1, 2, . . . , k 
and so the contribution of such factors is ~(2”za)k2. On the other hand, if 
x > 2a2k2 and x’ % a2k2, then 
x - X’ cp(x) ‘I2 
( 1 co(x) - cp(x’) x i_ l. 
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Using this, one easily shows that if lj > 2&k* (hencej > k, cp’(lj) = l), then 
Pj 9 1. Putting these inequalities together, we get the upper estimate from 
(3.1) with Cr = (2e)‘“. 
For the proof of (3.2) we need the following fact. 
LEMMA 3.1. There exist positive constants X0, c, C (e.g., X, = 8, 
c = 2-4) such that, in the notation of this section, we have, for A 2 Ao, and 
d 4 n, 
exp(-Ch*n(n - d + 1)) 5 P(ld z A*n*) 5 exp(-cA*n(n - d + 1)). 
The upper estimate is essentially Lemma 2.9 from (Szarek, 1990), the 
lower follows by a similar, but easier, argument (which we omit). 
Proof of (3.2). First observe that Lemma 3.1 takes care of large p (p 
>- A&k or just p 2 c&k) and, consequently, of all p when k is compara- 
ble with n (but, say, (n/2). Thus we may assume that k < n/4, j3 < A&k. 
Fix such k, /3 and set 
F/, = (1 E 3’ : I/, 2 p2k2}. 
We define a piecewise affine function cp: R+ -+ R+ to satisfy 
(a) ~(0) = 0, &3*k2/2) = k2, cp(Ain*) = A&z*, 
(b) cp is affine in each of the intervals in between with q(x) = x for x 
E [A&z*, M) (see Fig. 2). 
P2 k’l2 P2 k2 
FIGURE 2 
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Note that, in particular, p’(x) = m for x E [p2k2/2, Aon”], with 
,-I < 1 - (p2/2 - l)k2/(h;n2) 4 1 - c’p2k21n2 
(with c’ = 2-8 if we take A0 = 8 and /? 2 2). Additionally set 
where co = (2e3)-i” and 
FL = Fk\F\ U Eje (3.6) 
j>flk/q 
In view of the part of (4.1) already proved and Lemma 3.1, it is enough to 
estimate P(F;). Consider the expression (3.5) for I E FL and for the 
present choice of 50. Since (o(x) % x for all X, PO 5 1. Also, ci 5 1 if rj > 
A&*. If rj < p2k2/2, then Pj = (2p-2)-j+“2; this also works as an upper 
bound for all Pj’s. Since there are at most k Ij’s, which are +*k2, the 
contribution of the corresponding product of Pj’S is 5(2-l”@)“*. If rj E 
[p2k2, A&z21 (there are at least 3n/4 - k > n/2 suchj’s), we write pi = 
PjPy, where 
Note that each factor in the above product is <2 and that there are at most 
k of them, hence Pj’ < 2,‘; we use this estimate forj I pklco. On the other 
hand, if j > fiklco, then (as 1 $E E”) rj > cij2 and so, for x < P2kz12, 
(4 - x)l(~p(b) - V(X)) zs I’J(P(~) < (i/(4 - /3’k2/2) < (1 - [pk/2coj]2)-1. 
Consequently, for such j, 
Pj < (1 - [pkl(2coj>]2)-x < exp(P2k3/2c8j2), 
where we used the fact that /3kl(2coj) < i and the inequality (1 - s)-’ < 
exp(2s), valid for s E (0, 4). Concerning Py’s, one easily sees that 
n pJ< m-n’/8 < (1 - ctf12k2/n2)“‘/8 < exp(-c”/12k2). 
Combining all the inequalities, we get 
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P(F;) gr (2-‘n/3)nZ - (29flk’co . fl exp(p2k3/2cij2) * exp(-c”p2k2). 
j>j?k/c" 
From this the required estimate follows by direct computation if p is large 
enough. 
The Lower Estimates: We note that, in the notation of (3.4), we have 
P(E) 2 P(@(E)) inf ,EE g$jj 1Jd0l-‘. (3.7) 
To prove the lower estimate in (3.1) for some k 5 n we observe first that if 
we define y E (0, 00) by the equality 
P(lx < y2k2 < lb+,) = f, (3.8) 
then it follows from the upper estimates that (~0 5 y 5 PO, where QI~, PO are 
universal constants (even though y depends on k and n). 
Now fix (Y > 0 and set E = {I E 3 : lk < a2k2 and lk+, > yZk2). Let cp be a 
piecewise affine function with ~(0) = 0, p(a2k2) = y2k2 = (p(y2k2); p(x) = x 
for x z y2k2, and define Q, as before (a is one-to-one on E). It is then 
easily checked that the infimum from the right-hand side of (3.7) equals 
(a/~)“~, while Q(E) is exactly the set of measure t described by (3.8). This 
shows the lower estimate from (3.1). (3.2) is treated very similarly: we use 
(3.4) with P’(G)(E)) introduced into the right-hand side, E defined by (3.8) 
(with modifications analogous to (but simpler than in) (3.6), and v(x) = 
(P/Y)~ for x E [O, y2k2], q(x) = x -t b for x 2 y2k2, to estimate from below 
P(ljq < p2k2 < &+I). 
Remark 3.2. (a) Note that above we do not use the hypothesis k 5 
n/2. If k > n/2, however, the lower estimate from (3.2) may not be pre- 
cise. The correct magnitude is given by Lemma 3.1. 
(b) When proving the lower estimate from (3. l), we could as well 
add other conditions on 1 besides the one forced by the inequalities from 
(3.8). For example, since 
P(Ik < yk2 < fk+, and ltn,2~ > cx rn2) > $ 
for some absolute constant (~1, it follows that 
P(lk -C a2k2 and 1 [d21 > aln2) 2 (c{oY2. 
Similar comment applies to (3.2). 
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(c) The complex version of Theorem 1.2 is actually simpler. Again 
(see Carmeli, 1983) we have an explicit formula for density pc(l), which is, 
roughly, obtained from (3.3) by replacing Irj - /;( with jli - /iI2 and remov- 
ing the last factor. One argues then as in the real case, with some of the 
technical details just disappearing. 
(d) Our proof of Theorem 1.2 is somewhat “heavy handed.” It 
seems quite likely that with more natural choices of function cp (or @), one 
could streamline the argument, obtaining perhaps better constants. Also 
note that the statement (and the argument) has an “isoperimetric” favor 
(cf. Milman and Schechtman, 1986, Appendix I) and that there are some 
connections to classical orthogonal polynomials (cf. Szego, 6.22.8, 6.72). x 
4. PROOFSOFTHETHEOREMS 
In this section we derive from Theorem 1.2 the remaining results stated 
in the Introduction. Before passing to the arguments, we make a few 
general comments. 
For any Gaussian vector g and any p, 4 E (0, a), the Lo- and L,-norm of 
g can differ at most by a numerical factor depending only on p, 4; this is 
just the Kahane-Khinchine inequality (Kahane, 1985, or Lindenstrauss 
and Tzafiiri, 1979, l.e.13). For example, if IE jlgll = M, then (see Tomas- 
zewski, 1982) 
M 5 (IE l)g//*)“* 5 3”*M. 
It now follows that, for some universal constants CY, p, y > 0, 
In particular, for any t E [0, 11, 
Wllsll < tM) 5 Ct (4.2) 
by Lemma 2.6 and consequently 
exp@ Log lkll) - M (4.3) 
(here and in what follows, f - h means “there exist universal constants C, 
c > 0 such that ch I f 5 C/z”). (4.3) is an extension of the Kahane- 
Khinchine inequality analogous to (Uhich, 1988); most likely this was 
known earlier, but we could not find a suitable reference. 
Of course all that we have said above applies equally well to the (say 
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n x n) Gaussian matrix G and to any seminorm on the space of such 
matrices. Less evidently, similar phenomena occur when dealing with 
G-r; this is because we are able to relate G-r to an object involving 
“usual” Gaussian matrices. This will become clear in the sequel; let us 
just point out that since IE ((G-*I( = 00 (resp. IE (IG-‘(I* = ~0 in the complex 
case), exp(E log ]\G-‘(I) is comparable with (E (IG-‘J]P)~‘P only for p < 1 
(resp. p < 2), with the constant involved depending on p as p --f 1 (resp. 
P-, 2). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. As was observed in Section 1, in the case p = 2 
the conclusion follows immediately from Theorem 1.2. Consider now the 
case of an arbitrary p E [l, ml. Again, to estimate E JIG]\ (or E log 11611) one 
just needs to apply Chevet’s inequality (Lemma 2.1). It is clear that, in the 
notation of Lemma 2.1, 
i 





E IlG((, - rh VI, (4.5) 
where r(n, v) = ~~‘~n’/” with s = min {v, 1 + log n}: in fact one has identical 
estimates for (IE JIG(l#‘~, p E [O, r], with constants independent of r, p. 
From (4.4) and (4.5) we immediately conclude that 
(E (IG((,,, - n”p*, (4.6) 
where p” = min {p, p/(p - l)} (i.e., l/p* = $ + I$ - l/p]), and 
exp[[E (log ~~G~~p-p>l - n’lP*. (4.7) 
The last estimate can also be deduced by letting p + 0 in Lemma 2.1 (cf. 
the observation following (4.5)). 
We now analyze the distribution of )(G-‘II,,,. We claim that 
exp[E (log IjG-ljjp,,)l - n112 * (min{q*, 1 + log n))“‘, (4.8) 
where q* = max{p, pl(p - 1)); denote also q = pl(p - 1). Clearly, 
Theorem 1.1 follows by combining (4.7) and (4.8). 
To prove (4.8), we observe first that, by duality, it is enough to consider 
the case p E [ 1,2]; then q* = q. Then we again use the observation from 
the proof of Lemma 2.4, namely that G-’ has the same distribution as 
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U’A-tu”, where U’, u”, A have the same meaning as in that proof. 
Denote further D = A-‘/n; D = (ojSij) is a random diagonal matrix with 
oj = [nsj(G)]-‘. For a fixed (Uj) we are in a position to apply Lemma 
2.4(i) to obtain 
PI/G -lllp_tp - E’IIG’DG’II,-, , 
where G’, G” are independent (also of D) copies of G and E’ is a shorthand 
for the conditional expectation E(*((oj)). Now, for a fixed (oj) (hence D), 
we repeatedly apply Lemma 2.1 and get 
Note that, for the first application of Lemma 2.1, II& = IJG’Dull,,, etc. 
Substituting the values from (4.4), (4.5), one gets 
E’IIG-%--tp - IjcrJJa f n (min (4, 1 + log n}Y2 + ((+Pp. (4.10) 
By Theorem 1.2, both (Jo/J2 and J(c+ are typically of order K”~; in particu- 
lar we may conclude (say, from Theorem 1.3, whose proof uses only the 
case p = 2 of Theorem 1.1) that 
- 5 log(Cn) 5 IE (Log I/c&) 5 E (Log JJoJJ2) i - i log(cn). (4.11) 
The upper estimate from (4.8) then follows immediately just replace ]/o/jE 
by &r112 (in (4.10); then the first term is dominating). 
The lower estimate is obtained similarly using (4.9), (4.10), (4.11) and 
the fact that 
exp(E’ log IJG’DG”JIp+p) - exp(E’ log ~~U’A-‘CY’~~,~,), 
which in turn is a consequence of Lemma 2.4(n). 
Remark 4.1 (i) As was mentioned in Section I, our proof allows one to 
find the exact order of 
%(X, Y) = IT! [JogCllGllx+~ ll~-‘hdl~ 
where Il*I1y, [(-(Ir are any two norms on W. Indeed, the arguments leading 
to (4.6), (4.7), and (4.9) were completely general. Since one always has 
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)(I : l!--) 211 s (7r/2)‘/* IE llgllz, it follows that 
c bllm E klb f~ bdlx 5 IE’ llG-‘lk+u 5 C 11412 E kll~* E Ilsllx. 
As IbIIm and 11~112 h ave “essentially” the same distribution according to 
Theorem 1.2 (and 1.3), one gets that 
%(X, Y) - n- “*w0I~x* E MIY + llzll IbY fi II&*) E II&* E llsllx 
(the lower estimate being handled as in the special setting of Theorem 
1.1). The are, as usual, variants for pth moments with p < 1 (resp. p < 2 in 
the complex case). Let us note that, for any X, Y, %(X, Y) is at least of 
order IZ, and that %(X, X) - IZ implies that, for some (Y > 0, (I*(Ix - (Y l/*1/2. 
However, we have, e.g., %(l:, 1:) - n when 1 < s % 2 i r < 03 (with 
uniformly bounded constants as long as r, s remain bounded away from 1, 
9. 
(ii) One may consider “exp(E log IIG-‘Ilx+r) - K”* IE llgllr* [E lJgl(x” 
to be a version of “Chevet’s inequality” for the inverse Gaussian matrix. 
It says that, in principle, G-’ behaves as n-II2 g @ g’ (a “generic” rank 
one operator whose norm, when acting on 12, is n”*). 
Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 are essentially immediate consequences of Theo- 
rem 1.2. We just indicate the main points and make a few additional 
comments. 
Proofof Theorem 1.3. The inequalities involving llGIlcP follow directly 
from Corollary 2.3 and Theorem 1.2. Indeed, the former one implies 
E (lG(lcp 5 n”f’ E llG()2+ 5 r~“*+“~ , (4.12) 
while the latter one, applied withj = [n/2] + I, shows that, for cy > 0, 
~(llGllcp < cu/4 . n”*+“p) 5 (ccu)“*/f (4.13) 
Consequently IE llG]le, - n”*+“p as required. The analogous estimate on 
exp(lE log ll~llc,,) follows from this and the comments from the beginning of 
this section, or directly from (4.12) and (4.13). We emphasize that Theo- 
rem 1.2, Lemma 2.2, and Corollary 2.3 yield much stronger facts about 
the distribution of llG/c, than those contained in the assertion of Theorem 
1.3. 
Concerning E l/G-$-,, we have to use the full force of Theorem I .2. The 
expression b = b(p, n) = a’/2 (min{q, I + log n})“q appears because 
bh n) - (g (n’“lj)~)“~, 
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the values n”‘/j being “approximately” the “most likely” ones for 
[Sj(G)]-’ = S,-j+l(G-‘). More precisely, one has, by Theorem 1.2, 
~Fp(llG-‘ltcp < MP, n)) 5 C,a for ff 2 0 
~W-‘IIC~ > Pb(p, 4) 5 exp(c~P2) for P 2 PI, 
where C,, cl, /3, are universal positive constants. From these, the re- 
quired estimate on exp(E log J/G-$-,) follows immediately. In fact, we 
again have similar estimates on (~/G-‘/&)“~ if p < I (resp. p < 2 in the 
complex case). We also point out that some additional information- 
implying, in particular, that IE I/G/l,-- I/G-$-,, = w (in the real case) for any 
p, p’-is contained in Remark 3.2(b). 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let K 2 n. We must be slightly careful since 
even though, for t 2 n, P(/lG-‘)/2,2 > t-\/;;> - n/t and P’(1IG)12+2 > A&) 
is “nearly” 1, these two facts do not yield formally that 
@t1G112--+2 IIG -'112*2 > t) - n/t. However, this is implied by Remark 3.2(b); 
the assertion then follows immediately. 
If K I n, we again use Remark 3.2(b) to show that P(EK) 2 
exp(-C(nIK)2). On the other hand, P(&) 5 exp(-c(nlK)2) just by Theo- 
rem 1.2. This shows that P(&) decreases fast as Kdecreases, whence the 
required assertion follows. 
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